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ABOUT METASITE
Metasite is a company that specializes in bespoke digital financial
platforms and application design, engineering, integration, and
support for the financial industry and rising fintech organizations,
operating its main technology delivery center in the New Nordic
fintech hub of Vilnius. Metasite’s 100+ strong team has an excellent
22-year track record in delivering custom web applications and
backend financial platform development and support services for
clients across the U.K., U.S., Switzerland, and a number of other
locations in Europe.
Metasite customers include hedge funds and a top-3 stock exchange,
as well as banks, insurers, and several financial information
services. The team comprises financial system architects, software
developers, UI designers, QA engineers and more that offer a
comprehensive understanding of the financial services sector as
well as quality-assured bespoke software engineering.
Indrė Chomentauskienė, COO at Metasite, describes work at the
company: “It is never boring. The projects are intense, require
strong domain expertise and often come with very strict deadlines.
Sometimes the projects require a quick ramping up of resources due
to additional scope with very tight delivery deadlines. It’s not always
feasible to hire additional people for a temporary scope increase in
a single project, you need to find a more rational solution and for us
that was getting reliable extra hands from 1ClickFactory, to make
sure we have enough resources to deliver the increased project
scope within the specified time frame.”

ACCESS THE RIGHT SET OF SKILLS WHEN YOU
NEED IT MOST WITH 1CLICKFACTORY
1ClickFactory came in handy when a client of Metasite reviewed the scope of an already
sizeable project and asked to expand the delivery team considerably at very short notice
in order to keep to the tight delivery deadlines with the increased scope. Metasite needed
additional resources that had expertise in the right technology and could quickly join the
project team with little or no training. Therefore, Metasite requested two 1ClickFactory
WebServices team members to help out with this one-off project.
The project proved to be a good experience for 1ClickFactory’s WebServices team members
as it presented the possibility to work on a challenging .NET/React-based project with an
intense timeframe and a state-of-the-art technological stack.

THE 1CLICKFACTORY TEAM IS SO EASY TO
WORK WITH – YOU’LL THINK WE’RE PART OF
YOUR INTERNAL TEAM!
“After receiving our client’s request to immediately increase the project team, we swiftly
activated the whole strong network of technology partners. 1ClickFactory, being among the
selected Metasite partners, were able to quickly offer specialists with the qualifications and
skillset needed,” shares Indrė Chomentauskienė. “We were able to expand our team with
reliable, responsible, and qualified specialists that helped us to deliver the project successfully
and meet the aggressive timelines”.
Based on Indrė’s feedback,1ClickFactory’s Webservices team not only had the right
competencies for the project, but also adapted to the team and company culture very well.
Despite being from different companies, the whole project team worked hand in hand to
successfully deliver on time.
“It was a pleasure working with 1ClickFactory,” says Indrė Chomentauskienė. “The
communication was spot-on and the specialists we got were excellent professionals. So, if
you need some extra help on your web development projects, I can confidently say, ‘give the
1ClickFactory WebServices team a go!’”
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NEED AN EXTRA PAIR OF HANDS FROM
WEBSERVICES FOR ANY OF YOUR PROJECT?
Get in touch with your local 1ClickFactory representative or learn more
about the service here.

Learn more
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